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SUMMARY

The noise generated by supersonic-tip-speed propellers is a possible

cabin environment problem for future airplanes powered by these propellers.

Models of such propellers were previously tested for acoustics in the Lewis

8-by-6-foot wind tunnel. One of these propeller models, SR-3, has now been

tested in flight on the Dryden Jetstar airplane and noise data have been

LL	obtained.

Preliminary comparisons of the maximum blade passing tone variation

with helical tip Mach number taken in flight with those taken in the tunnel

showed good agreement when corrected to the same test conditions. This in-

dicates that the wind tunnel is a viable location for measuring the noise of

these propeller models. Comparisons of the directivities at 0.6 and 0.7

axial Mach number showed reasonable agreement. At 0.75 and 0.8 axial Mach

number the tunnel directivity data fell off more towards the front than did

the airplane data. A possible explanation for this difference is boundary

layer refraction which could be different in the wind tunnel from that in

flight. This may imply that some corrections should be applied to both the

airplane and wind tunnel data at the forward angles. At and aft of the peak

noise angle the boundary layer refraction does not appear to be significant

and no corrections appear necessary.

INTRODUCTION

One of the possible propulsive systems for a future energy-efficient

airplane is a high-tip-speed turboprop. When the turboprop airplane is at

cruise, the combination of airplane forward speed and the propeller ro-

tational speed results in supersonic velocities over the outer portions of

the propeller blades that may create a cabin noise environment problem for

the airplane at cruise. Three models of this type of propeller have been

previously tested for noise in the NASA Lewis 8-by-6-foot wide tunnel (refs.

1 to 3). This wind tunnel does not have acoustic damping material on its

walls and there has been a concern that this lack of acoustic material may

have compromised the noise data.

As part of the program to evaluate the noise of these propellers the

NASA Dryden Jetstar airplane was modified to test these propellers in

flight. The SR-3 propeller was the first one tested on this airplane and

preliminary noise data have been obtained. The intent of this paper is to

make a preliminary comparison between the noise measured on the Jetstar



airplane and that previously obtained in the 8—by-6—foot wind tunnel to

assess the validity of the tunnel for conducting such acoustic experiments.

APPARATRUS AND PROCEDURE

The eight—bladed propeller model used in these noise comparisons was

the SR-3 propeller. This propeller model is nominally 0.622 meter (24.5 in.)

in diameter. Table I shows some of its design characteristics and more

information is available in references 4 and 5. A picture of the propeller

is the 8—by-6—foot wind tunnel can be seen in figure 1(a) and on the

Jetstar airplane in figure 1(b).

To measure the propeller noise, pressure transducers were installed in

the wind tunnel bleed holes visible in figure 1(a) The .locatins of these

transducers are shown in figure 2(a). The positions are identified as A

thru E, as in reference 3, and are located on the top wall of the wind

tunnel which is approximately one and one—half propeller diameters above

the propeller tip. On the Jetstar airplane microphones were installled

flush in the airplane fuselage which is approximately eight—tenths of a

propeller diameter from the propeller tip. The propeller axis is tipped

three degrees downward on the airplane to align it with the flow. The

microphones on the airplane were installed along a line directly underneath

the propeller centerline. The locations of the microphones reported herein

are numbered 1 thru 9 as can be seen in figure 2(b).

In the wind tunnel the propeller was operated at its design blade

setting angle of 61.3 degrees. The propeller was tested at nominal tunnel

axial Mach numbers, M, of 0.85, 0.80, 0.75, 0.70, and 0.6.	(A list of sym-

bols is in the Appendix.) These tests were all performed at a nominally

constant advance ratio, J, of 3.06. The results are reported in refer-

ence 3.

A large amount of data at different conditions were taken on the

Jetstar airplane. The intent of this paper was to compare the same test

points on the airplane as in the wind tunnel but drive system limitations

on the airplane forced some different test points. At a 61.5 degree blade

setting angle, a, the propeller was tested on the airplane at nominal Mach

numbers, M, of 0.80, 0.75, 0.70, amd 0.60. At Mach 0.60 the propeller

advance ratio was 3.00 and at Mach 0.70 the advance ratio was 3.05. How-

ever, at the Mach 0.75 and 0.80 conditions, a power limitation prevented

the tests from being performed near the desired advance ratio of 3.06. At

M = 0.75 the advance ratio tested was 3.31 and at M = 0.80 it was 3.39.

These higher advance ratios mean that the propeller rotational speed was

not as high as desired and resulted in helical tip Mach numbers, MH,

lower than those tested in the tunnel. Propeller tests were also performed

on the airplane at a 59.3 degree blade setting anlge. This setting angle

produced less loading on the blades and allowed the drive system to rotate

the propeller nearer to the design advance ratio. With the 59..3 degree

blade setting angle the propeller was tested at an advance ratio of 3.13 at

a nominal M = 0.75, 3.02 at M = 0.70 and 3.12 at M = 0.60. The noise data

from both of these blade setting angles is used in the comparisons. The

airplane was flown at a nominal altitude of 9.1 km (30 000 ft.) for the

test points reported.

The signals from the pressure tranducers and microphones were recorded

on magnetic tape and narrowband spectra from 0 to 10 000 Hz, with a band-

width of approximately 26 Hz, were taken for each of the test points. For

the purposes of this preliminary report only the blade passing tone levels
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have been taken from these spectra and all of the figures in this report

show blade passing tone levels only. The blade passing tone levels for the

tunnel tests previously reported in reference 3, are repeated in Table II.

The blade passage tone levels measured on the Jetstar airplane are compiled

in Table III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Variation with Helical Tip Mach Number

The maximum measured blade passing tone levels on the top wall of the

wind tunnel are plotted as a function of helical tip Mach number, MH,

(vector sum of axial and rotational Mach numbers) in figure 3(a). This

plot is taken from refernece 3 and the propeller advance ratio for all of

these data points was at a nominal value of 3.06. A curve has been fit to

the data points and is seen to rise sharply between the helical tip Mach

numbers of 0.8 and 1.0 and then to level off at helical tip Mach numbers

over 1.1.

The same plot for the maximum measured blade passing tone levels on

the airplane fuselage as a function of helical tip Mach number is shown in

figure 3(b). Here two data sets are plotted, one for the propeller at 61.5

degree setting angle and the other at 59.3 degree setting angle. The two

airplane curves show generally the same shape as that measured in the wind

tunnel with a sharp rise and then a levelling off at higher helical tip

Mach numbers.

The noise of these types of propellers is generally viewed as being

produced by two mechanisms referred to as thickness and loading. The

thickness (or volume) noise results from the displacement of the air by the

blade and the loading noise results from the action of the blade forces

upon the air. At the lower end of the curves in figure 3(b) the loading

noise seems to dominate with the more highly loaded 61.5 degree setting

angle exceeding that at the more lightly loaded 59.3 degree angle. At the

higher end of the curve, where thickness noise may dominate, the two curves

are very close together as would be expected since the thickness noise at

the two setting angles would be similar.

The magnitudes of the noise measured in the wind tunnel and in flight,

shown in figure 3, are not the same since the experimental conditions were

different. There are two primary differences; atmospheric conditions and

geometry. The airplane tests were performed at 9.1 km (30 000 ft.) where

the air is less dense than in the wind tunnel tests. As shown in reference

6, to correct for this, the wind tunnel data should be changed by twenty

times the log of the ratio of the atmospheric pressure in flight to that in

the tunnel. Since at each axial Mach number in the tunnel the pressure is

differrent, the correction results in reductions in the tunnel noise of

9.51 decibels at an axial Mach number of 0.6, 9.02 at 0.7, 8.56 at 0.75,

7.97 at 0.8, amd 7.45 at 0.85. The geometric conditions are also different

between the tunnel and flight tests. In the tunnel the propeller tips are

•	1.5 propeller diameters from the wall of the wind tunnel while in flight

they are 0.8 diameter from the fuselage. Because, in both cases, the

measurement locations are so close to the source, the noise does not

necessarily meet farfield conditions. Therefore the proper correction for

distance is somewhat uncertain. Reference 7 has suggested that a distance

correction of 15 times the log of the distance ratio be used instead of the

normal farfields correction of 20 times the log. The 15 log correction is
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used here and as will be seen brings the two sets of data into close agree-

ment. It should be noted, however, that the standard 20 log correction

gives a value only one decibel different. The difference between the two,

15 log and 20 log, is too small to determine which is the correct one to

apply to the data. Taking the distance from the measurement location to

the tangent point on the propeller tip circle gives a distance correction

of 3.1 decibels. (No correction was made for the slightly different dis-

tances to each microphone location that result from the three degree tilt

of the propeller.) The combination of altitude and distance corrections

reduces the wind tunnel data by 6.4 decibels at an axial Mach number of

0.6, 5.9 at 0.70, 5.5 at 0.75, 4.9 at 0.80, and 4.4 at 0.85.

These corrections are applied to the curve that was fit to the tunnel

data and placed on the same plot as the Jetstar data, in figure 4. The

comparison of the curve of maximum blade passage tone levels measured in

the wind tunnel (corrected to flight conditions) with the flight curves,

shown in figure 4, is very good. At the higher helical tip Mach numbers

tested the corrected wind tunnel and flight values are almost identical.

At the lower helical tip Mach numbers the corrected wind tunnel data is

slightly lower, less than 1 dB, than the 61.5 0 blade setting angle data

taken on the airplane. The slight difference is probably well within the

expected data error of the two experiments. This preliminary comparison

between the corrected wind tunnel and flight data indicates that the wind

tunnel is a viable location for determining the maximum blade passage noise

of these types of propellers at high speed flight conditions.

Directivity

To further compare the data taken in the wind tunnel with that taken

in flight, directivities along the wall have been plotted in figure 5. A

straight line was used to connect the data points and no attempt was made

to fit the data points with a curve. These directivity comparisons in

figure 5 are taken at four different axial Mach numbers, 0.6, 0.7, 0.75,

and 0.80 and the wind tunnel data are corrected to flight conditions as

before. Since the conditions were not exactly the same for the propeller

tested in flight as they were in the tunnel, having different loadings or

different advance ratios, the directivities are not expected to be iden-

tical but should be relatively close and have similar shapes.

Figure 5(a) is a comparison of the directivities at an axial Mach

number of 0.6. As can be seen, the general shape comparison of the

directivities is good. The two sets of data show the noise dip around

1000 which may be an indication of a lobed pattern as mentioned

previously in reference 3 and they generally have the same fall off toward

the front. The tunnel curve is a little higher than the 61.5 0 airplane

curve because the propeller was operated at a higher helical tip Mach

number in the tunnel and the tunnel is higher than the 59.3 0 airplane

data because of the higher propeller loading. (See figs. 3 and 4 and

Tables II and III).

Figure 5(b) is a comparison at the axial Mach number of 0.70. Here

again the tunnel and flight directivities appear to be in good agreement.

The dip around 1000 is present in all of the data and the rate of fall

off to the front and to the rear is similar. The airplane data at 59.30

shows the same general shape as the tunnel data but is slightly higher in

level, probably because it was taken at a higher helical tip Mach number.

The tunnel and airplane directivities at axial Mach numbers of 0.75

and 0.80 show some differences. On each of these figures, 5(c) and (d),

the directivities near the peak noise, 110 0 , are similar and the fall off
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for angles greater than 110 0 is similar.__ (The one data point which is
different in this region, M = 0.75, 61.5 0 at the 107 0 angle is possibly

5 dB low because of a gain setting error but this cannot be confirmed.)

Significant diferences in the directivity between the wind tunnel and

flight curves exist at forward angles. At M = 0.75 and 0.80, the data

taken in the wind tunnel falls off considerably faster toward the front

than the airplane data. An explanation of the fall off has been suggested

by Hanson, reference 8. Hanson has suggested that significant reductions

in the forward radiated noise measured at the wall are caused by the wall

boundary layer. The amount of reduction increases with increasing Mach

number, with increasing boundary layer thickness, and as the measuring

point moves forward. This phenomena would apply to both the Jetstar and

wind tunnel data. The observations relative to the data at 0.75 and 0.80

axial Mach number (figs. 5(c) and (d)) suggest that the wind tunnel

boundary layer is thicker than the Jetstar fuselage boundary layer and

would thus account for the more rapid fall off of the tunnel data.

It should be noted here that this possible boundary layer refraction

does not affect the data at and aft of the peak angle (around 110 0 ) since

the two sets of data, with apparantly different amounts of refraction, show

the same peak values (see fig. 4) This would indicate that even though

some corrections for boundary layer refraction may be needed on both the

airplane and tunnel data at the forward angles, the peak blade passage

tones values, at and aft of the peak angle (around 110 0 ), do not require

corrections. This conslusion can also be drawn from the theoretical

refraction results of reference 8.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Preliminary noise data taken with the SR-3 propeller model flown on

the NASA Dryden Jetstar airplane were compared with data taken previously

in the NASA Lewis 8-by-6-foot wind tunnel. Comparisons of the maximum

blade passing tone variations with helical tip Mach number showed good

agreement when the tunnel data were corrected to the flight test condi-

tions. This indicated that the wind tunnel is a vaible location for

obtaining peak noise data on these propellers.

Comparisons of the directivities taken in the tunnel and in flight

showed fairly good agreement at axial Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.7. However

at axial Mach numbers of 0.75 and 0.80 the tunnel data fell off more

rapidly toward the front than did the airplane data. A possible explana-

tion for this is that boundary layer refraction causes the noise to be

lower at these forward locations. This boundary layer refraction could be

present on both the airplane and in the tunnel and different boundary layer

thicknesses could result in different directivities. This would point to a

possible need for a correction to both the flight data, as suggested by

Hanson, and to the wind tunnel data at the forward angles. This boundary

layer refraction does not appear to affect the noise data at and aft of the

peak angle since both the wind tunnel and flight tests show that same

values. Therefore it does not appear that the corrections to the values

are necessary for data at and aft of the peak. The directivity comparison

suggests that the wind tunnel can yield meaningful directivity data as well

as peak noise data and that it is an appropriate facility for the deter-

mination of near-field noise of supersonic propellers operating at high

subsonic cruise Mach numbers.



APPENDIX

D	propeller diameter

J	advance ratio, J = V/ND

M	axial Mach number

MH	helical tip Mach number (vector sum of tip rotational and axial Mach

numbers)

N	propeller rotational speed (revolutions/time)

V	axial velocity

Z	axial distance from propeller plane (positive downstream)

B	blade setting angle at 0.75 radius with respect to plane of rotation

e	angle with respect to propeller axis
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TABLE I. — SR-3 PROPELLER CHARACTERISTICS

Desing cruise tip speed, m/sec (ft/sec)	. . . . . . . . . . .	244 (800)

Design cruise power loading, kW/m 2 (shp/ft 2 ) . . . . . . .	301 (37.5)

Number of blades . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .	8

Geomteric tip sweep, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .	45

Predicted design efficiency, percent . . . .	. . . . . . . . . . .	81

Nominal diameter, D, cm (in.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r . 62.2 (24.5)
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td) PROPELLER IN 8- BY 6-FOOT WIND TUNNEL.

(b) PROPELLER ON JETSTAR AIRPLANE.

Figure 1. - SR-3 propeller installation.
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Figure 2. - Measurement locations.
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